
 

 

 

 

 

TO PARENTS OF CHILDREN IN YEAR 5              3rd July 2017  

 

Dear Parents, 

 

SECONDARY ADMISSION ARRANGEMENTS 

 

The Government introduced a new Admissions Code a few of years ago stating that parents 

must have the outcome of their child’s selective tests prior to submitting a secondary school 

preference form in October. 

 

We have received notification from the Local Authority that you wish your child to sit the 11+ 

test for entry to either Calday Grange Grammar School, West Kirby Grammar School for 

Girls, Wirral Grammar School for Boys or Wirral Grammar School for Girls.  The test will take 

place in the Sports Hall on the morning of Monday 17th September 2018 and the two papers 

are taken on the same day. 

 

Centre for Evaluation and Monitoring (CEM), which is part of the University of Durham, 

produce the selective test materials which will assess the pupil’s understanding and 

application of knowledge and skills taught in the Key Stage 2 curriculum, in various contexts.  

The new test, introduced in 2016, will look at a broader range of skills, including verbal 

reasoning, non-verbal reasoning and mathematics, and are intended to be a better reflection 

of the child’s ability across multiple domains. 

 

Sample or practice test papers are not available commercially for the CEM tests, nor through 

Wirral Council or from the primary/grammar schools.  However, a familiarisation leaflet, 

including example questions, has been attached with this letter to enable parents and pupils 

to see what the test will generally look like and the manner in which questions are answered.  

 

We will go through this leaflet with all the children during the second week back after the 

holiday, in the school hall, so that the children are fully prepared for the test on the following 

Monday. 

 

 

 

 



    

 

Also attached is a Q&A for parents, which the Local Authority produced last year, that you 

may also find helpful. 

 

Kind regards, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
 

Pip Joyce 

Headteacher 

 
 

 


